The EPSILON subunit of Pol III has 3' > 5'
EXONUCLEASE activity
It "proof reads" any DNA Pol III has just put down
If the base does't fit, the polymerase slows
down due to the difficulty of threading a non
Watson-Crick pair

If the DNA is not correctly Watson-Crick
base-paired, it is removed, and new DNA
can be put down

In addition, the badly-paired based is able
to move around, and the time delay allows it
to move into the exonuclease active site

MUTATIONS are PERMANANT,
HERITABLE ALTERATIONS in the BASE
SEQUENCE of DNA

Pol III (or DLETA) 3' > 5' EXONUCLEASE activity

The increased mobility of the "unanchored"
bases at the 5' ends of new lagging strand
fragments of DNA means that they can
never appear correct

Thus, RNA is put down instead
It is later identified as low fidelity material,
and replaced by DNA with appropriate
proofreading

TRANSITION (one purine or pyrimidine is
replaced by another)
Types

POINT MUTATIONS - single base changes

PYRIMIDINE dimers can be MONOMERISED again by DNA PHOTOLYASES

If it results in an altered AA in the protein
produced, then it is a MISSENSE
MUTATION - the effect can vary from none
to lethality

Types

These contain a PROTHETIC GROUP which ABSORB BLUE LIGHT and
transfer the energy to the ring, which is CLEAVED

PHOTOREACTIVATION

It is an example of the DIRECTION REVERSAL of a lesion and is ERROR FREE

Mutations which generate new STOP
codons are are NONSENSE MUTATIONS
and give rise to truncated products

(Both in proks and euks)

INSERTIONS or DELETIONS - one base is
added or removed

These remove the alkyl group from the directly mutagenic 6O-alkylguanine
Curiously, the alkyl group is transfered to the protein, which is then inactivated

These are ALTERATIONS to the normal
chemical or physical structure of the DNA
Some of the N and C atoms in the ring
system, and some of the exocyclic
functional groups are chemicaly quite
reactive

An ENDONUCLEASE cleaves the DNA a
precise number of bases on either side of
the lesion

Many chemical and physical factors can
cause changes to these positions

Origin

An oligonucleotide containing the region is
removed, leaving a gap
XERODEMA PIGMENTOSUM (XP) is an
autosomal recessive disorder
Characterised by extreme sensitivity to
sunlight and high incidences of skin tumour
Defective in the NER of bulky DNA
damange, including that caused by UV light

These can produce FRAMESHIFTS

ALKYLTRANSFERASES

This is induced in E-Coli as a response to
low levels of alkylating agents

For example, in E. Coli, UvrABC
endonuclease removes pyrimidine dimers
and other bulky lesions by recognising the
distortion they produce in the double helix

TRANSVERSION (a purine replaces a
pyrimidine or vice versa)

If in noncoding or nonregulatory piece of
DNA, or in third bp of a codon which has no
effect on the AA, then it may be SILENT

This can result in the loss or alteration of base pairing

In EUKARYOTES, this is a COMPLEX
PROCESS involving at least 18 factors excision is coupled to transcription so that
transcribed regions of DNA are repaired
more rapidly

The change may cause a physical distortion
in the DNA which blocks replication and/or
transcription

Nucleotide excision repair (NER)

A stable, UNREPAIRED base is present
with altered base pairing in the DNA
First step veries in both methods

Direct

Defects in at least 7 different genes can
cause XP, indicating the complexity of
excision repair in mammalian cells

All that is needed for this
(NONPERMANANT) lesion to be FIXED as
a MUTATION (PERMANANT and
INHERITABLE) is DNA REPLICATION

DNA Lesions
Most lesions are substrates for one or more
DNA REPAIR MECHANISM

EXCISION REPAIR

Modified bases are recognised by relatively
specific DNA GLYCOSYLASES which
cleave the N-glycosylic bond between the
altered base and the sugar

Consequences

This leaves an APURINIC or APYRIMIDIC site
Base excision repair (BER)

An AP ENDONUCLEASE then cleaves the
DNA at this site and a gap may be created
by further exonuclease activity

Normal replicative apparatus replaced by
specialized DNA Pol activites
Insert bases opposite the lesion
DNA synthesis then continues as normal

The template DNA strand can then
hopefully be fixed later
In E. Coli

The final phosphodiester bond is made by DNA ligase
Gap-filling in BER involves predominantly
DNA POLYMERASE BETA
The longer gaps generated in NER are filled
by DNA POLYMERASE DELTA or
EPSILON

Indirect

DNA Repair

The gap is filled by Pol I

Specialised form of excision repair - deals
with those that have escaped proofreading

Each base can exist in one of two
TAUTOMERIC FORMS

KETO or ENOL for GT
AMINO or IMINO for AC

At neutral pH, the KETO/AMINO form predominates

Methylation of the daughter strand lags
several minutes behind replication
Therefore, this system can distinguish
between template and daughter strand DNA

In some cases, the bases inserted during
translesion DNA synthesis are WRONG,
and this is INDIRECT MUTAGENESIS
[XERODOMA PIGMENTOSUM VARIANT
(XP-V) is similar to XP, but it is caused by a
deffect in the translesion DNA polymerase n
[greek] which inserts dAMP opposite
thymine residues in a cyclobutane thymine
dimer

Then...
In Eukaryotes

In prokaryotes, DNA is usually methylated

HEREDITARY NONPOLYPOSIS
CARCINOMA of the colon is caused by
mutational loss of one of the human
mismatch repair enzymes

In some cases, this is not possible, and the
cell resorts to TRANSLESION DNA
SYNTHESIS

Alternatively, if the lesion is allowed to
remain, it can develop into a MUTATION by
MUTAGENESIS

DNA Damage
The main spontaneous source of error in
DNA replication is TAUTOMERISM

Such errors are on the DAUGHTER STRAND

The discriminatory mechanism in
EUKARYOTES is not known, but it is
clearly important in maintaining the
spontaneous mutation rate

However (especially in alkaline pHs), the ENOL/IMINO form also
exists, which does NOT follow correct base-pairing patterns

MISMATCH REPAIR

Wrong form is stabilised when it binds to the wrong base
In its single-stranded form, a base pair
takes on its tautomeric form

DNA Damage & Repair

The wrong nt binds to it
This leads to mutations as follows

The mismatched base pair is recognised
and bound by a complex of the MutS and
MutL proteins, which then associate with
the MutH endonuclease
The nick the DNA at the appropriate place,
and this initiates excision of the problematic
fragment

Absorbtion of high-energy ionising radiation
causes the target molecules to lose
electrons - these can do extensive damage

Strand breaks
Base and sugar destruction
This can lead to the formation of new
chemical bonds

When a replication fork encounters an
unpaired, non-coding lesion, it can skip the
damanged section of DNA and start on the
other side, leaving a DAUGHTER STRAND
GAP

Physical mutagens

The gap can then be filled by replacing it
with the corresponding section in the
parental sister strand by recombination
The parental sister strand can easily be
filled since it is not opposite a lesion

In the next generation, the tautomeric nt
reverts to what it was before, but the wrong
nt that had bound to it is a mutation

Nonionizing radiation causes molecular
vibrations or promotion of electrons to new
energy levels

For example, UV light produces
PYRIMIDINE DIMERS from adjacent
pyrimidine bases (eg: CYCLOBUTANE
THYMINE), which form BULKY LESIONS

POST-REPLICATION (RECOMBINATION) REPAIR

This daughter strand and then be fixed by
normal excision repair
In some cases, this is not possible, and can
lead to INDIRECT MUTAGENESIS (via
translesion DNA synthesis)

Eg: 5-BROMO-URACIL
It inserts itself into DNA like a normal nt

Some act by increasing the propensity of a
base to form the "wrong" tautomer

However, due to the e-negativity of Br, the
ENOL form is favoured

As mentioned previously, CYTOSINE
spontaneously DEAMINATES to form
URACIL
URACIL DNA GLYCOSYLASE hydrolyses
the glycosidic bond between the uracil and
deoxyribose moieties

This can cause mutations as described above
Eg: EMS (Ethyl Methyl Sulfonate) or ENU
(ethylnitrosourea)
REPAIR OF DEAMINATED CYTOSINE

Can bind to the oxygen in G or T and keep
them in their ENOL form

The AP site generated is then repaired to
reinsert cytosime
Others permanantly FIX a base in the
"wrong" configuration

This is the reason Thymine instead of Uracil is used in DNA

A common example are ALKYLATING
AGENTS (EMS is one of them) often found
in cigarettes (EMS not)

Chemical mutagens

Some of these are LETHAL, since they
interfere with the unwinding of DNA during
replication
Some - at oxygen 6 - are DIRECTLY
MUTAGENIC (see other branches)
Others are INDIRECTLY MUTAGENIC

All DNA is replicated, for all origins
None of the replicated DNA is damaged

One of the roles of th ecell cycle is to
ensure that the cell does not divide until

Eg: ETHIDIUM BROMIDE (used for staining DNA, fluorescent in UV light) or PROFLAVIN
Others cause INSERTIONS to be
introduced into DNA

The cell either delays further process
through the cycle
Or commits suicide (APOPTOSIS) to
prevent the mutant cell from propagating

Some cause chemical changes to bases

It is then unable to form a complex with Mdm2

In normal cells, p53 is tighly autoregulated
Other spontaneous lesions
DNA damage activates an ATM kinase,
which phosphorylates p53

NITROUS ACID deaminates CYTOSINE to produce URACIL

CYTOSINE undergoes spontaneous
DEAMINATION to give URACIL (this is
probably why DNA contains THYMINE
rather than uracil)

p53 activates the expression of the Mdm2 gene

The level of p53 therefore increases more and more

DNA Pols are then tricked into thinking there should be something there
And they just put anything that fits

If this does not happen

We're still not quite sure how the cell
accomplishes this - involves a concerted
response when DNA damage is detected,
halting the cycle at certain CHECKPOINTS

p53 and Mdm2 form a complex, which
results in the ubiquitin-mediated
degradation of p53

These molecules are large and flat - they can intercalate in between base pairs

This is partly regulated by the p53 protein

DEPURINATION or (less commonly)
DEPYRIMIDATION

DNA Damage & the Cell Cycle in Euks

p53 can then bind to Mdm2
p53 levels decrease

When DNA is repaired, the ATM kinase is inactivated
Leads to a series of molecular events that
inhibit Cdk2 and Cdc2 and therefore the S
and M phases
Also happens to bind to DNA polymerase,
which stops DNA synthesis

Growth arrest
The p53 proteins affects the cell cycle

P53 > Bax > CytoC
P53 > Apaf 1

Apoptosis

CytoC + Apaf 1 > Capase 9 > Apoptosis
Deficiency in ATM (ataxia telangiectasia
mutated) protein
Hypersensitive to ionising radiation - high risk of cancer

ATAXIA TELANGIEXTASIA (autosomal
recessive disorder)
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